Sonata Software  
Team Meeting #3  

Date: 2/06/08  
Start Time: 4:15pm  
End Time: 5:45pm  
Location: RB328  

Members Present: 6/6  
Aleksandr Spektor  
Nicholas Hogan  
Kevin Fealey  
Christopher Vincek  
Heimdall Imbert  
Trevor March  

Notes  

1. Client Meetings:  
   - We will have client meeting #2 on Friday (2/8) at 2:00.  
   - Chris is going to try to setup a meeting at a different time for the week of 2/11, because we have no school on 2/15  

2. Unit tests  
   Orion's unit tests encompass nearly all of the information from skynet's, in addition to the header test. Therefore as a team we will make very minor changes to orion's unit test at this time  

3. Prototypes  
   Heimdall and Kevin are working on the new prototypes, so they don't need to do anything for the test plan. Main information is in the meeting notes for Client Meeting #1.  

4. Assignments  
   Chris divided up work that needs to be done, an email was sent out. In summary:  
   
   **Sasha:** test items & functional requirements inventory (merging functional requirements from skynet and orion)  
   
   **Heimdall + Kevin:** just get the new prototypes done ASAP  
   
   **Trevor:** do sections 1.4-1.7 on the test plan  
   
   **Nick:** glossary  
   
   **Chris:** Integration testing  
   
   All information should be sent to Chris upon completion. This must be by the middle of Monday at the latest  

5. Database  
   We need to keep complaining to Eric to send us the netreg database table info  

6. Killer Robot  
   Sonata will present the following article in class on 2/12/08:  
   
   Individual team members may read the following article to be presented by Bad Robot  